
BLOOM’S TAXONOMY



WHAT IS A USEFUL QUESTION WHEN IT COMES TO LITERATURE 
CIRCLES?

¡ One that is interesting

¡ One that cannot be answered with yes or no

¡ One that takes into account the various opinions and experiences of group members

¡ One that might spark other questions

¡ One that requires some explanation of the answer

¡ One that does not have a single answer



SO HOW DO YOU WRITE A GOOD QUESTION?

¡ Decide what type of information you want to discuss

¡ Consider shared terminology

¡ Avoid generalizations and absolutes

¡ Use Bloom’s Taxonomy



WAIT—WHAT’S BLOOM’S TAXONOMY?

¡ In 1956, Bloom and some other guys got together and created a framework for categorizing educational goals. 

¡ Consisted of 6 categories:

¡ Knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation

¡ While each category has subcategories, all lie along a continuum of simple to complex and concrete to abstract



THE 6 MAIN CATEGORIES (AS REVISED IN 2001)

¡ Remember
¡ Recognizing
¡ Recalling

¡ Understand
¡ Interpreting
¡ Exemplifying
¡ Classifying
¡ Summarizing
¡ Inferring
¡ Comparing
¡ Explaining

¡ Apply
¡ Executing
¡ Implementing

¡ Analyze
¡ Differentiating
¡ Organizing
¡ Attributing

¡ Evaluate
¡ Checking
¡ Critiquing

¡ Create
¡ Generating
¡ Planning
¡ Producing



SO WHY IS THIS HELPFUL TO YOU?

¡ When you figure out which category of understanding you want to explore, there are specific words you can use to lead 

the discussion in that direction.





LET’S PRACTICE!

¡ Assume that I want the discussion to be about analyzing pineapple on pizza. Look at the taxonomy and write a question 

to inspire this. 

¡ Now I want to put together all of the short stories we have read and see how they might have been different if there was 

an archetypal hero introduced to the story. Write me a question.


